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SAN MESSINA, ST. ANDREWS, ISOLA BELLA, COUNTRY COVE,
VALENCIA SHORES, LEXINGTON, VILLAGGIO & SAVANNAH
are offering “off season” discounts that
are absolutely fabulous !
But then the stark reality, we also begin
another hurricane season. I know we are all
sick of the thought of yet another hurricane
but we hope for the best and have to be
prepared for the worst. We are barraged with weather warnings and the overabundance of
seminars and expert’s predictions but in an abundance
of caution we do have to make some preparations.
How we wish we could ignore this less attractive side to
Florida living but here are a few simple tips that we
should all pay attention to...

By Cindy Delp

SUMMERTIME &
THE LIVING IS EASY

Continued on page 8

It’s that special day for a special man. Not only
can you wish your Dad, but also anyone who is a
Dad a Happy Father’s Day

Ah summer, I’m somehow certain that the songwriter that
penned the above lyrics had another geographical ideal in
mind, NOT FLORIDA. Let’s face it into each life a little
rain must fall and no one knows that better than the yearround residents of “The Sunshine State.”

A Dad is a person
Who is loving and kind?
And often he knows
What you have on your mind.
He’s someone who listens,
Suggests and defends.
A Dad can be one
Of your very best friends!
He’s proud of your triumphs,
But when things go wrong,
A dad can be patient
And helpful and strong.
In all that you do,
A dad’s love plays a part
There’s always a place for him
Deep in your heart.
And each year that passes,
You’re even more glad,
More grateful and proud
Just to call him your dad!
Thank you, Dad..
For listening and caring,
For giving and sharing,
But especially, for just being you!

Winters are Wonderful, The Spring Season Sensational
and Autumn is Awesome, three out of four isn’t bad, so
I’m not really complaining, but get ready. With soaring
high temperatures and humidity “good hair days“
become a thing of the past. As we huddle in our homes
with every door and window closed tight, the steady
drone of our air conditioners becomes the new reality.
The hottest summer item, fashionable umbrellas, of
course, OH NO, I’M DEPRESSING MYSELF!! Lets
look on the bright side, many say summer gives Florida
back to the Floridians and they are right. When our
seasonal residents leave, they take their cars.
Eureka the roads are
ours again. Many
trendy new eateries , where reservations were impossible in
“season” are now ready and
eager to serve you. Many local businesses and services
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Spice Up Your Workouts
With Interval Training

F rom the editor…

A

Goldcoast
Community
Publishing

Using intervals can help keep your
workouts interesting. There’s been
a lot of buzz recently about the
benefits of Interval
Training. So, you
may be wondering
what it really is and,
more importantly,
why you should incorporate it in your fitness workouts.

celebration is in order…the Community News
is four! What a wild ride it has been these past
four years. We began by opening zones 1 and 2 in the
Wellington Area. Our growth has been consistent and
more zones were added as demand warranted. This year
we were proud to open Zone 10 serving a large part of
Delray Beach and portions of the Boca Raton market.
Local businesses continue to see the value and the benefits of advertising in our publication. They are extremely
pleased with The Community News and how it has improved their sales and community awareness.

Well, if you want a workout that can help propel you to
the next fitness level, burn more calories, increase your
speed, improve your power and more, then it's time to
learn more about this effective technique.

Growth has also become an expected part of the Community News team and the success is not going to our heads.
Our attitude is one of commitment and dedication with
nothing being taken for granted. Endless hours are spent
making sure that the publication is crisp, the zones are
effective and that the reader is entertained and informed.
As always, your comments are welcome.. Please forward
any ideas you may have to us. We are always looking for
ways to improve our publication for both our readers and
advertisers. Happy Fathers Day and may we offer my
prayers for a tranquil and safe hurricane season for
all

A simple definition of Interval Training is: short, highintensity exercise periods
alternated with periods of
rest. These higher and
lower intensity periods are
repeated several times to
form a complete workout.
Here's a basic example:
walk for 5 minutes at 3.5
MPH, walk for 1 minute at 4.2
MPH and then repeat this sequence several times.
Most people spend their workout time only performing
continuous training exercises. These are exercises where
the intensity level is basically constant throughout. An
example of this is walking at 3.5 MPH, at 0% incline for
30 minutes.

Copyright 2004 by Goldcoast Community Publishing LLC ( Publisher ), 6586 Hypoluxo Rd. PMB
288 Lake Worth, FL 33467. All rights reserved.
The publisher reserves the right to edit all submitted copy and reject any advertising or copy. The
publisher is not responsible for typographical errors, omissions, copy or photo misrepresentation by
the advertiser. Goldcoast Community Publishing
LLC is not responsible for any content or misrepresentation by advertisers or publisher. The Publisher’s shall not be liable for incidental or consequential damages, inconveniences loss of business
or income or any other liabilities.

Continuous training is very effective and should not be
eliminated from your weekly workouts. However, it's
recommended that you include both Interval Training and
continuous training sessions as part of your fitness regimen.
Why should you include Interval Training? As previously
mentioned, there are many benefits to this type of training
and execution
is relatively simple.

Contact us:
Goldcoast Community Publishing
6586 Hypoluxo Rd. Suite 288
Lake Worth, FL 33467
561-641-5600

Interval Training can help you
improve cardiovascular
fitness, increase speed, improve overall aerobic
power, burn more calories, break-through a plateau, increase workout
duration, reach new exercise levels, expand

Send us your comments, press releases,
stories, photos and original art work! As
your Community News we will be happy to
publish your up and coming events and

announcements.

Continued on page 6
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HEALING ARTS VETERINARY CENTER
10,000sq ft facility featuring
A full service Veterinary Hospital with Digital X-ray, ICU, Dental Suite
Multilevel Kitty Condos Obedience Classes
Food, Gifts, Supplies
Canine Rehabilitation

Grooming Salon

www.havcenter.com 561-684-1755

Luxurious Dog Suites

Drop offs welcome

Open Monday--Friday 7:30am to 5:30pm Saturday 8:30am to Noon
2216 Palm Beach Lakes Blvd, between I-95 and Okeechobee in West Palm Beach

For Your Comfort & Convenience
Procedures done in the office with sedation available
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Goal Of The
Month Club

7593 BOYNTON BEACH BLVD., Suite 280
Boynton Beach, FL 33437

EXERCISE: THE TRUE “FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH.”

(ANSCA Building-1/4 Mile East of the Turnpike Entrance)

561-733-5888 • WWW.POPB.MD

If you’re like most people, you want to lose weight to
help you feel better about yourself. Chances are,
you see exercise simply as something you need to
do to accomplish that goal. But here’s something you may not know: this "necessary evil"
approach to exercise may actually be preventing
you from feeling better about yourself right
now—even before the number on the scale or
reflection in the mirror matches up with your
ideal.

“Our mission is to return you to an optimal
state of health in a pleasant, courteous,
and compassionate atmosphere”

Joseph B. Chalal, M.D.**
Sports Medicine
Arthroscopic Knee & Shoulder Surgery

Michael S. Zeide, M.D.**
General Orthopedic Surgery

A simple attitude adjustment may help you
start feeling a lot more comfortable and this, in turn, can
make your weight loss journey a lot easier and more
pleasant.

Jeffrey A. Press, M.D.**

Sports Medicine
Orthopedic Surgery & Joint Replacement
**Board Certified by the American Board of Orthopedic Surgery**
•Soft Tissue Injuries • Sports Related Injuries
• Fractures • Sprains/Strains
• Auto/ Work Related Injuries • Arthritis
• Physical Therapy • MRI

Making Friends with Your Body: There’s no doubt that
feeling comfortable in your own skin is an important part
of that “feeling-good-about-yourself” goal, you’re trying
to achieve. But the more you learn about the roots of selfesteem, the clearer it becomes that what helps the most
has very little to do with achieving some abstract ideal,
like a certain weight or look. In fact, there are many cases
where people work very hard on goals like this—and even
achieve them—only to find that they're still unsatisfied
and unhappy. What does seem to have major, positive
effects on self-esteem is the process of moving yourself—
the right way—from where you are towards where you
would like to be.

Offering summer classes in
Oil painting and Acrylics.
Classes begin in June and run through
July and August.
Call Lea at 561-742-9935 for details.

Exercising the “Right” Way, for the “Right” Reasons:
There aren’t many bad reasons to exercise. Still, certain
approaches will help you get a better self-esteem boost. It
helps a lot to tell yourself that you are working out because it is good for you and your body. When you do that,
you affirm that you and your body are friends—not enemies—and you open yourself up for healthy communication with your body, allowing it to tell you what you need.
This will work much better than setting out just to burn
calories.

• Don’t just mark time. Make exercise a challenge and
notice how you respond. The simple act of setting personal performance goals and watching you achieve them
can work wonders. Keep a journal where you record
what you do during your exercise sessions.
• Turn some exercise time into playtime. You are,
among other things, an animal with a body that needs to
play. Notice how happy and excited your dog or child is
when he gets to go out and play—especially when you
4

Continued on page 16
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Continued from page 2

your workout options and increase your workout threshold - just to name a few.
Plus, this training method has useful applications for beginners, intermediate exercisers and even conditioned
athletes. There are two basic types of Interval Training.
For the majority of exercisers (novices and intermediate)
Fitness Interval Training methods are recommended. Athletes can choose a more advanced technique known as
Performance Interval Training.

Dr. Robin I. Shecter
Now Welcoming New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

The Fitness training method utilizes
periodic increases in intensity. Typically the higher-intensity levels range
from 2-5 minutes in duration and are
followed by lower-intensity periods that
also range from 2-5 minutes. And, a
critical element in Fitness Interval
Training is determining the appropriate
level for the higher-intensity periods.
This level should not exceed the anaerobic threshold (which is usually
reached below 85% heart rate reserve).

Board Certified Dermatologist
5808 Jog Road
Lake Worth, FL 33467-6511
Located in the Home Depot/Publix
Plaza on NE corner of Lantana & Jog

On the flip side, the Performance training technique
involves periods of near maximal or even maximal intensity (e.g. >85% heart rate reserve - even reaching 100%).
The higher-intensity levels can range from 2-15 minutes
in duration and are followed by lower-intensity periods
that also can range from 2-15 minutes in duration.

Most Insurances Accepted

Don't let the two types of training and their ranges confuse you. Incorporating Interval Training methods into
your exercise routine is actually quite easy. Since the majority of exercisers fall into either the beginner or intermediate category, we'll focus on getting started with those
techniques.

Free Estimates * Licensed Technicians *The Best Quality Products

561-798-7216

To begin, choose the type of exercise: walking, jogging,
swimming, biking, etc. Next determine your lowerintensity level. This is usually somewhere between 5065% target heart rate. This will be your baseline, lowerlevel intensity. Then simply increase the intensity-level
up to where you feel like you are working hard to very
hard, but avoid reaching a level over 85% target heart
rate.

Mention this Ad and receive:

FREE INITIAL SERVICE
on your 1 Year Agreement

Mosquitoes flies, & gnats bugging you?
Ask about our advanced new Xmosquito Misting Systems

If monitoring your heart is not feasible, instead use the RPE scale where 1 is basically at
rest and 10 is working extremely hard. For
example, if you find that when you are
exercising at a comfortable level you
rank a 5, then bump up to a 7 for the
higher-intensity intervals.

Carpet & Tile Cleaning

All pricing includes:
vacuuming, pre-treatments,
steam cleaning, & products of your choice.

You may choose to systematically raise
and lower your intensity (e.g. 2 minutes lower intensity
followed by 1 minute higher intensity and repeat) or you
can alternate more randomly by raising and lowering the

561-716-2245

Email: freshfloors@usa.com
www.freshfloorsnow.com

Continued on page 19
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WWW.HGHOLDAM.COM

3830 JOG RD • LAKE WORTH• FL. 33467

THESE RATES ARE BASED ON: $2500 AOP DEDUCTIBLE, 2% WINDSTORM DEDUCTIBLE,
ACTIVE CENTRAL STATION MONITORED FIRE AND BURGLAR ALARM.
FEATURES WERE ASSUMED AND MAY VARY BY INDIVIDUAL HOME.

SAMPLE RATES
Value excluding land
Premiums
Homes constructed 2003 & Newer

$658.00
$905.00
$1151.00
$1534.00
$1893.00
$2180.00

$250,000
$350,000
$450,000
$550,000
$650,000
$750,000

The rates are not guaranteed and may change at anytime.

As an Independent agent we represent several top rated carriers
and we shop the marketplace so you don’t have to. Save time and money.

H. G. HOLDAM INSURANCE & TAX ACCOUNTING
AUTO • HOME • COMMERCIAL

• Personal Auto
• Commercial Auto
• Homeowners
• Property
• Boat
• R.V.
• Motorcycle

• Health
• Life
• General Liability
• Workers Comp.
• Bonds
• Contractors Equipment
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• Accounting
• Payroll
• Corporate Set-Up
• Corporate & LLC Tax Prep.
• Quickbooks Training
• Estates & Trusts

Spazio Salon

Continued from page 1

Know What Hurricane WATCH and
WARNING Mean.

A Full Service Hair Salon

WATCH: Hurricane conditions are possible in the
specified area of the WATCH, usually within 36
hours.

Stacee & Barry Hadar Welcome you to
Visit our State of the Art Salon

Welcoming LISA STIMPSON to our staff. she is
vidal sassoon trained and a board certified master colorist
Using only the Finest Products Available. You will find
Pureology, Ish Rescue, Uans, Redken, Goldwell, Swartz kopf,
to name a few.

WARNING: Hurricane conditions are expected in the
specified area of the WARNING, usually within 24 hours.

Prepare a Personal Evacuation Plan

NOW OFFERING THE BRAZILIAN KERATIN TREATMENT
Specializing in Color Corrections.
• Precision Haircutting • Facial
• Japanese Straightening • Exclusive Reconstructive
• Onsite Make-up Artists Treatments
-Biolustre
• Manicures
-Ish Thermal Treatment
• Pedicures
• Color
Let our experienced staff give you the look

Identify ahead of time where you could go if you are told
to evacuate. Choose several places-a friend's home in another town, a
motel or a shelter.
Keep handy the telephone numbers of these places as well as a
road map of your locality. You
may need to take alternative or
unfamiliar routes if major roads
are closed or clogged.

everyone will love while receiving the friendly,
relaxing, personal attention you deserve.

Open:
20% OFF
Monday to Saturday Any One Service
Publix Town Commons With Lisa Only

966-2471

8855 Hypoluxo Rd

( corner Lyons & Hypoluxo )

Listen to NOAA Weather Radio or local radio or TV stations for evacuation instructions. If advised to evacuate,
do so immediately.

NEW CLIENTS ONLY
Mention This Ad When
Booking Appointment
Exp. 7/15/08

Assemble a Disaster Supplies Kit
Including the Following Items:
1. First aid kit and essential medications
2. Canned food and can opener
3. At least three gallons of water per person
4. Protective clothing and bedding or sleeping bags
5. Battery-powered radio, flashlight and extra batteries
6. Special items for infants, elderly or disabled family
members
7. Written instructions on how to turn off electricity, gas
and water if authorities advise you to do so.
(Remember, you'll need a professional to turn them
back on.)

Secure documents long before
a storm threatens.

Residential
Commercial

Collect important documents and put
them in a waterproof container. Get
them to a safe place preferably a
safety deposit box. Include birth certificates, driver licenses, passports,
visas, social security cards, voter registration cards for all members of the family.

Interior
Exterior

Apostle Painting, Inc.
Licensed
Bonded
Insured

(561)

Keep the kids informed.

309-8290

Owner Always On Job

It is very important that children know what to expect. A
crash course in hurricane preparedness may cause panic.

Ask for Paul
Owner/Operator

Continued on page 19
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Welcome to the Best Dental Experience
You’ve Ever Had!

Dr. Bradley Lauer, D.D.S.
• Northwestern University Dental School 1978
• 29 years in practice
• Member ADA, Fla. Dental Associates,

We cordially invite you to become
a part of our dental family.
Experience relaxed & painless dentistry,
with our state-of-the-art equipment.
Come visit us at our new home!
10075 Jog Rd. #102
Boynton Beach • Fl. 33437

561-244-7022
The door is always open for family.
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The Power of Aloe Vera

The caregivers we refer will offer
Services such as personal care,
assistance with bathing, dressing,
toileting, eating, light house-keeping,
laundry, shopping and errands. Nursing
services include wound care, and any
other skilled nursing care requested by
your physician in compliance with
Florida State Laws.

A medicine and beauty treatment for the ages
Who can’t remember when we were young our grandmother or mother would break off a leaf from her Aloe
Vera plant and spread the soothing and cooling effect of
the leaf’s gel to a cut, burn or scrape.
Although many of the remedies that our grandparents or
parents would recommend and use originated out of
superstition rather than practical application, maybe they
did not even know the true magnitude of healing that lies
within the leaves of the Aloe Vera plant.

WE ACCEPT MOST CREDIT CARDS
AND BILL MAJOR INSURANCES DIRECTLY.
WE DO NOT ACCEPT MEDICARE

561-279-0808 •

1-800-952-3881

WWW.WHITSYMS.COM

FLA STATE LICENSE # NR30211226- NR30210978

The healing power of the aloe plant is not just a recent
discovery. Documents thousands of years old reveal that
many cultures; from the ancient Egyptians, Greeks and
Romans, to the Indian and Chinese people, referenced the
use of Aloe Vera for both medicinal and beauty applications.
Historic physicians, all used Aloe Vera as a healing remedy. Cleopatra and Nefertiti, Egyptian Queens noted for
their extraordinary beauty, even gave tribute to Aloe Vera
as an important part of their beauty regiment.

Threading Specialist

Ancient east Indian art of hair removal
Eyebrows: $12
Upper Lip: $10
Full Face: $35
Benefits of Threading vs. Waxing
Does Not Peel Off Layers Of Skin
Hair Does Not Grow Back As Fast
Skin Does Not Get As Red Or Irritated

Yes, even our ancestors recognized the benefits of the
Aloe Vera plant. In 333 BC, his mentor, Aristotle, supposedly persuaded Alexander the Great to capture the Island
of Socotra for its famed Aloe supplies much needed to
treat his wounded soldiers.
Very few remedies are as versatile as Aloe Vera. Applied
to the skin it can be used to treat external ailments. Clinical studies show that the aloe plant, often referred to as
the Medicine Plant, speeds healing of damaged skin,
fights infections, minimizes scarring, reduces pain, retards
aging and moisturizes and retains moisture by carrying
added emollients deep into the layers of the skin.

...From
Complete
$17.95
Pool
Pools a Week
Service Swimming
& Spas, Inc.

Consumers should always to look for the seal of the International Aloe Science Council when purchasing products
boasting of Aloe Vera content. Many products claiming to
contain Aloe Vera may have little, if any, Aloe Vera in
their ingredients.

(561) 294-8321 • Fax: (561) 204-2394

Since it is the concentration of Aloe in the product that
makes it effective, trace amounts serve only to justify a
producer labeling its product as “Contains Aloe Vera.”
The International Aloe Science Council, a Texas based
organization, provides certification of products as containing genuine Aloe. This organization validates the
claims of producers as to the quality and quantity of Aloe
Vera content in their products. Its use, as is the case with
most other remedies.

We’ll Care for Yours When You Can’t
Pick up the Phone and Call Us
Local Community Residents
References Available

Companion & Caregiver
For the Elderly
( In Your Home )
Call Kathleen
(561) 317-4372

Pet Sitting
Dogs & Birds
( In My Home )
Call Sylvia
Cell: (954) 850-6414
Home: (561) 734-5850

Note: The opinions expressed in this article are not intended to be considered as medical advice. It is always
extremely important to consult a physician before using
any type of medication or alternative treatment.
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Open M-F: 6am-8pm Sat: 7am-8pm Sun: Closed

EXECUTIVE CHEF JOSE TORRES
AND HIS TEAM INVITE
YOU TO EXPERIENCE
MORE THAN 100 OF HIS
FAVORITE RECIPES. WE
FEATURE GROUNDS
FOR GLORY COFFEE CO.

• A FULL GOURMET MARKET
• COFFEE BAR
• PASTRIES/BAKERY
• DELI
• HOT & COLD SANDWICHES
• PIZZA
• PREPARED MEALS
• FRESH MEAT AND FISH
• PRODUCE
• HOT BAR FOR BREAKFAST, LUNCH & DINNER
• CATERING
• FREE DELIVERY WITHIN 5 MILES

25% OFF

8221 Lake Worth Rd. • Lake Worth • FL

with this ad

realize that we are all part of God’s glory story now and
for eternity.
At Donna Marie’s you will experience people who love
people, serving you delicious food in a beautiful environment. We opened our doors on April 12th ready to serve
our community. Our market features a full espresso/
coffee bar; a bakery; a delightful deli featuring the
world’s best meats and cheeses; more than 100 prepared
foods for all occasions; the finest fresh meat and fish;
beautiful produce; great wines from around the world;
and a hot bar/soup and salad bar for breakfast, lunch, and
dinner.
Come on in and taste and see that the Lord is good. Our
management team of Executive Chef Jose, Lee, Mark,
Jim, Dave, Pam, Keith, and the rest of our partners look
forward to bringing you legendary experiences. We are
excited to be open and are ready to serve you.

When was the last time you enjoyed a legendary environment where you mattered more than your money?
How often does the value you receive for the products and
services you pay exceed your expectations because of that
legendary experience?
Why have we become a society where profits are placed
as a higher priority than people?

Donna Marie’s Gourmet Market is located at
8221 Lake Worth Rd. and can be contacted at
561-965-7575

At Donna Marie’s Gourmet Market we share our love for
God by offering Him our gifts and talents to love and
serve others. Our ultimate goal is that we help each other

Marc Feinberg and Dean Torrenga
Owners—Donna Marie’s Gourmet Market
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and Advanced Imaging Center
of Palm Beach County

Pet Emergencies
or Questions:
(561) 752-3232
Located at:
2246 N Congress Ave
Boynton Beach, FL
33426
For more information:
www.PetPB.com

HOURS OF
OPERATION
Mon. - Fri.
5:00PM - 8:00AM
Sat./Sun./Holidays
24hr service

Board Certified Dermatologist
All cosmetic and skin problems
Boynton Medical Arts Center
10075 Jog Road, Suite 300
(SW Corner of Boynton Beach Blvd)

Boynton Beach, FL. 33437

561-420-9700

561-572-0299

FREE ESTIMATES
Cell Phone 561-420-9700
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STOP Lower Back Pain and Sciatica NOW With Lasting Results!
Clinically proven NON-SURGICAL PAIN MANAGEMENT
PROCEDURES like: ORTHOPEDIC INJECTIONS,
PROLOTHERAPY, FACET BLOCKS, and
TRIGGER POINT THERAPY are helping millions of
Americans live pain free. The use of these and other
treatments enable our Medical Doctors to eliminate
most pain on the first visit. With the reduction of
pain, patients are able to sleep comfortably,
and to resume normal active lifestyles.

Aberdeen Professional Plaza
8188 Jog Road,
Suite 102
Boynton Beach, FL 33437

Congress Park Office Center
220 Congress Park Drive,
Suite 125
Delray Beach, FL 33445

Tel. 561.819.6325
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FERNANDO RENNELLA, M.D.
Interventional Pain Management

We accept Medicare, PPO’s &
all Private Insurances. Sorry no HMO’s.

THE NEW HEALTH FOOD?

Decorating A
Small Outdoor Space

DARK CHOCOLATE…
The cacao plant is indigenous to South
America’s Amazon region. The
Maya first cultivated its beans
approximately 1,800 years ago.
It is said Spanish explorer;
Hernan Cortes introduced cocoa
to Europe in 1528. Shortly there
after, the plant made its way to
Africa and Asia. Today the Ivory
Coast, Ghana and Indonesia supply more than 70% of the world’s 8.2
million ton annual cocoa bean harvest.

The large wraparound porches that
you may remember
from your childhood are rarely seen
in today's modern
homes.
Instead,
you’re often forced
to create an inviting
living area on a
4'x6' balcony, a tiny vestibule, or a 10'x10' wooden deck.

When it comes to chocolate, “Bitter is Better.”

What can you do to make a "little room" appear more
spacious? First, utilize the space for one purpose only. A
small living area, inside or out, cannot be used for as
many activities as a larger one. Choose your priority and
plan to use the space for that activity only. Be sure to
keep traffic flow in mind.

Cocoa beans are processed into cocoa solids and cocoa
butter. The solids contain the antioxidants. The higher
the percentage of cocoa content listed on a wrapper, the
more antioxidants inside.
The purest commercial varieties, like
unsweetened baking chocolate, taste
bitter, which means that most
chocolate consumed contains
sugar.
Most ingredients
added to chocolate raise its
caloric and fat content and
lower its antioxidants.
Milk
chocolate also contains milk powder or condensed milk, which may
interfere with the absorption of antioxidants. “White chocolate” contains cocoa butter, sugar
and milk but no cocoa solids---in other words, ZERO antioxidants.

• Keep it simple. You should minimize the number of
elements (accessories, furniture, lighting) in the space.
The furniture needs be space efficient and low, but does
not have to be very small. A single large accessory has
more impact than several small ones, which tend to look
cluttered. Make judicious use of blank space.

• Create a strong, uncomplicated focal point such as a
bamboo water feature, a magnificent view, or a stunning
wooden bench.

• Unify the space with a topical theme. For example,
use shapes (many circles), material (all wicker), or
color (shades of white).

BENEFITS:

• Due to the limited floor space, be sure to make use of
vertical surfaces. Grow a vine over a trellis, install a
small waterspout on a wall, or twist a series of tiny paper lanterns up a vintage pole lamp.

Regardless of age, recent studies have shown, dark chocolate may:

• Lower blood pressure by dilating blood vessels.
• Reduce the risk of diabetes by lowering blood sugar and

Here are a couple of simple ideas for small areas:

• Hang a mosquito net with a built-in circular frame from

insulin.

• Activate enzymes that eliminate cancer-causing carcino-

the ceiling of a balcony or porch. Drape the sides of the
net over the railings. Inside, you can place a wicker
chaise lounge, a small wicker side table and one large,
lush tropical plant.

gens and mutagens.

• Reduce the risk of blood clots and strokes by inhibiting
the clumping of blood platelets.
• Keep cholesterol stable or even improve them.
• Enhance cognitive function by increasing blood flow in
the brain.

• Attach two large coats hooks to an outside brick
wall. Purchase two inexpensive folding wooden chairs
and a small wooden table. Display 3 tall potted plants
against one wall of the space. Hang the chairs on the
hooks when they're not being used.

In conclusion, realize these benefits apply to healthy
indulgers who also eat wisely and exercise regularly.
Anyone with heart disease, diabetes, hypertension or
weight concerns should always consult their doctor.

Use your imagination and plan well and you'll enjoy your
little room in a big way!!
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COMMUNITY NEWS COUPON.
7/15/08

COMMUNITY NEWS COUPON.
7/15/08

7th

90%

Still doing 95% cash out refinances-Use your equity while
you can
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Town Commons Animal Hospital
8927 Hypoluxo Road#A 1
(in the Publix Plaza)

℡ (561) 357-1313

www.towncommonsanimalhospital.com

Dr. Anna &
her dog Bogey!

Providing Medical, Surgical, Dental and
Grooming services for your animal
companions – and boarding for cats only.
Please call for your appointment today.

$10 off your next visit

$15 off Non-Anesthetic Dental Pack

One coupon per person. $25 bill min.

After consultation with Dr. Anna. One coupon per person.

SPICY BBQ SHRIMP RECIPE
Living in South Florida, we usually all can grill outdoors
all year long. Still with the Arrival of summer and the
kid’s home from school, we tend to use our pools, get a
tan, and use our outdoor grills more. Achieving the perfect barbecue, used to mean that “Dear Old Dad” would
grill a mean burger or great steak. But today anyone can
throw on a “Kiss the Cook” apron and grill an endless
variety of foods. The following is one we hope you
enjoy.

FMG POOLS
THE BEST RESIDENTIAL POOL SERVICE

Fred Guerra

NSPF CPO CERTIFIED

PHONE (561) 228-1478

This shrimp recipe is great - the bbq shrimp gets "soaked/
infused" with flavor, which seems hard to do with most
marinades. You can even alter the original recipe
slightly, using cilantro rather than parsley and not adding
the super–hot sauce. The marinade time below had been
extended a bit , but a couple of hours are adequate. This
recipe easily scales up - I had 4.5 pounds of (Colossal
U-16) Shrimp for six adults.

WE HAVE POOL SERVICE STARTING AT $50.00 MONTH!!
Swimming Pool Maintenance - Repairs - Pumps - Motors
Filters - Heat Pumps - Diamond Brite - Pool Heating

INGREDIENTS
2 pounds LARGE shrimp, uncooked, pull the skin/tails off
1-cup olive oil
1 lemon, juiced
2 tablespoons hot pepper sauce
3 cloves garlic, minced
1-tablespoon tomato paste (I just
use ketchup)
2 teaspoons dried oregano
1-teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon ground black pepper
1/4 cup chopped fresh cilantro (original called for parsley)
"Dash" of super-hot sauce (be careful!)
Add more Chili Powder if you like very spicy

Continued from page 4

physically play together. There is a part of you that still
feels the same way. This need doesn’t go away just
because you get older, become more serious, or are a
little out of shape. The more exercise you can do in the
form of sports, games, and other activities that are fun
and rewarding themselves, the better. So be creative—
turn some of those daily walks into roller-skating, iceskating, golfing or Frisbee, racing with your dog, or
even belly dancing!

DIRECTIONS
In a large bowl, mix together all of the ingredients except
the shrimp. Let sit overnight at room temperature in a
Tupperware container, shaking occasionally as the ingredients settle. This should really "infuse" the oil with
flavor. Dip each shrimp in the marinade to fully coat, and
then put all of the shrimp and marinade in a container and
put in the fridge for several hours, flipping occasionally to
distribute marinade.

Research shows that individuals who exercise feel better
about themselves and their bodies. Once you start a workout program (or begin exercising for the "right" reasons),
you'll soon experience the positive changes in body image
that regular exercisers of all shapes and sizes enjoy. It's
never too late to start. YOU WILL LOOK YOUNGER
AND FEEL BETTER ABOUT YOURSELF! –Because exercise truly is the “real fountain of youth.”

While preheating your bbq grill, skewer shrimp. Put on
the grill for a few minutes, flipping once. You should
not have to brush w/marinade. Serve over rice, pasta, or
as-is. AS ALWAYS, BON APETITE!!
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Fellow of the International Congress of Oral Implantologists

Brand New, State-of-the-Art Office

• Cosmetic Enhancement • Teeth Whitening •
• Porcelain Veneers • Dentures & Partials •
• Crowns • Implants
Mild Sedation Available for People Suffering with Dental Anxiety
FINANCING
AVAILABLE

$

10111 W. Forest Hill Blvd • Suite 341

Wellington

NW Corner of Forest Hill & SR7/441 • Behind Wellington Regional Hospital
COMPLIMENTARY VALET PARKING

New Patient Special
Includes:

Reg. $190

Complimentary Exam (0150)
Bitewing Xrays (0274)
Cleaning (1110)
Also includes

Complimentary Cosmetic Evaluation

The patient and any other person responsible for payment has a right to pay, cancel payment, or be reimbursed for
payment for any service, examination or treatment which is performed as a result of and within 72 hours of
responding to the ad for free service, examination or treatment.

With Coupon Only.

Royal Cleaning Services
561-502-4716 • 561-964-8897
Same Day Service
Home • Condo • Office • Apartments
Licensed • Insured • Bonded
FREE ESTIMATES
• We Bring All Supplies • Weekly, Bi-Weekly, One Time
• No Job Too Big Or Too Small • Vacuum, Dust Etc.
• References Available

YOUR
FIRST CLEANING

YOUR
THIRD CLEANING

With this coupon. 3-Hour Minimum. May only be
combined with the 3rd cleaning coupon. Must be
presented at the time of cleaning

With this coupon. 3-Hour Minimum. May only be
combined with the 3rd cleaning coupon. Must be
presented at the time of cleaning

New Customers Only

New Customers Only
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SENIOR
DISCOUNT
With this coupon.
May not be combined with other offers

Be one of the first to get your business noticed by the many new
residents flocking to our communities.
PALM BEACH
WELLINGTON & WEST LAKE WORTH
Zone 1
BELLAGGIO, GRAND ISLES, ISLES AT WELLINGTON, WYCLIFFE ,VERSAILLES,
WELLINGTON SHORES AND THE EQUESTRIAN CLUB

Zone 2
OLYMPIA, STONEHAVEN, BLACK DIAMOND, VILLAGE WALK, BUENA VIDA & VICTORIA GROVE

ZONE 8
SAN MESSINA, ST. ANDREWS, ISOLA BELLA, COUNTRY COVE, VALENCIA SHORES,
LEXINGTON, VILLAGGIO & SAVANNAH

ROYAL PALM BEACH
Zone 5
MADISON GREEN, THE PRESERVE AT CRESTWOOD, SADDLEBROOK, CRESTWOOD COVE,
BAYWINDS, SARATOGA PINES, SARATOGA LAKES & THE ESTATES OF ROYAL PALM BEACH

ROYAL PALM BEACH EAST / WEST PALM BEACH
ZONE 7
ANDROS ISLE, PALM BEACH PLANTATION, BREAKERS WEST, PALISADES, GREENWOOD MANOR,
WORTHINGTON, THOUSAND PINES COUNTRY ESTATES, BELLA TERRA & TERRACINA

BOYNTON BEACH / DELRAY
Zone 6
VALENCIA ISLES, THE CASCADES, POLO TRACE, TIVOLI RESERVE,
AVALON ESTATES, BOYNTON OASIS & VALENCIA PALMS

BOYNTON BEACH
Zone 9
CANYON LAKES,CANYON SPRINGS, CANYON ISLES, EQUUS, MIZNER FALLS, TIVOLI LAKES,
VENETIAN ISLES & COBBLESTONE CREEK

ZONE 10 DELRAY/BOCA RATON
ST. ANDREWS COUNTRY CLUB, OAKS AT BOCA RATON, STONEBRIDGE GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB,
WOODFIELD COUNTRY CLUB, SATURNIA ISLES, LONG LAKE ESTATES, LE RIVAGE & TIVOLI ISLES

One low price will reach all of the above upscale communities.

Our price is per zone not per community.
Circulation WILL reach approx. 30,000 homes and is growing each month.
If you would like to place your ad in this publication or require
more information on one or more of the above zones,
Please call our offices at

561-641-5600
or e-mail : goldcoastpublishing@comcast.net
or fax to 561-641-2787.
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shape of the eyebrow that you want to achieve. This will
give you a guideline to go by when applying the wax. You
should aim for a smooth arched brow that tapers slightly
at the outer ends.

A Woman’s World

Eyebrow Waxing

2) Applying the Wax
Buy a professional waxing kit - basically a jar or tub of
wax which can be warmed up in boiling water and applied
with a small applicator and removal strips. Each product
varies slightly, so be sure to read the directions carefully.

Unless you have very sensitive skin, waxing is a quick
and relatively easy alternative to plucking your eyebrows.
1) Preparing the Eyebrow
Brush the eyebrow into place with a baby toothbrush or
clean mascara wand, so that their natural shape is neatly
defined. Next, apply an astringent such as witch hazel to
anesthetize the sensitive skin under the brow. Work out
your natural brow shape by standing several feet away
from a mirror, and following these simple steps…

Warm up the wax to optimum temperature and use the
small spatula to apply a thin layer of wax to the growth.
Make sure that you only use a small amount of wax on the
spatula to avoid the wax dripping when it is applied. Apply wax with the hair growth under the eyebrow. You
don’t need to use much, and should not let the wax dry.

Working out the length of the eyebrow
Hold a ruler parallel to your nose, and level with the inner
corner of the eye, to work out where the brow should begin. If your eyes are close together, make the gap between
the brows wider. If your eyes are far apart, don’t wax the
start line of the brow too much so that they are closer together. Mark the correct point with a dot.

3) Removing the Hair-This is the painful bit! Ouch!!
Never wax above the eyebrow, only ever shape from below. Waxing from under the brow will widen your eyes
and help to get the line even. This will make you look
younger and more glamorous if done correctly! As soon
as it is applied remove the wax against the hair growth,
This is done by gently smoothing a piece of cotton muslin
over the waxed area, pulling the skin taut with one hand,
and pulling the muslin off with the other. You will be surprised how much difference a little hair removal will
make to your appearance.

Working out the curve of the eyebrow
You can work out where the highest point of the curve/
arch should be by holding a ruler from the edge of the
nostril past the outer edge of the iris (the colored part of
the eye) and up to the eyebrow. Mark the spot with a dot.
Now link up the dots in a gentle arch to draw on the ideal
Continued from page 8

Continued from page 6

Pets

level at your discretion. To increase your intensity, you
may choose to change the speed, incline, or some other
variable.

If you have elected to keep your pet at home try to make
them as comfortable as possible. Provide a comfortable
place to stay with familiar objects or toys.

Interval Training can be especially helpful in situations
where you are trying a new form of exercise. For example, this can be very beneficial when first learning to jog.
If you attempt to jog continuously without building up to
it, you will probably fatigue quickly and even give up.

Special Needs
An individual who may have special needs is
anyone who may need specialized help during
or even after a hurricane. This includes not
just the elderly but anyone who has a disability
or serious illness. For more information on this
subject contact the Palm Beach County Emergency Management office at 561-712-6341.

However, if you begin with intervals of walking interspersed with jogging periods, the workout will be much
more enjoyable and effective. Also, you will be more
likely to stick with the program and achieve the end result
- continuous jogging.

After the Hurricane Is Over

Now that you know the benefits of Interval Training and
the basic techniques for it, why not give it a try for yourself? Not only will it provide health benefits and improved fitness levels but it is also a great way to avoid
workout boredom. Plus, with Interval Training workouts
often are more enjoyable, go by quicker, and improvement results come faster. So why not try spicing up a
stale, run-of-the-mill workout with Interval options? You
may even find yourself excelling in an activity you were
skeptical of even trying.

1. Keep listening to NOAA Weather Radio or local
radio or TV stations for instructions.
2. If you evacuated, return home when local officials tell
you it is safe to do so.
3. Inspect your home for damage.
4. Use flashlights in the dark; do not use candles.
Finally, after the storm remember that returning to
your normal life may take some time and a lot of
patience.

As always you should consult with your doctor before
starting any exercise program.
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